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Huang Xu’s latest exhibition of delicate still lifes, Flowers, is derived from ‘The Four 
Gracious Plants’ – plum, orchid, chrysanthemum and bamboo.  Alternatively called 
the ‘Four Gentlemanly Plants’, they were originally Confucian symbols for the 
Qualities of a learned man: plum blossoms represented courage, orchids stood for 
refinement; chrysanthemums a sign of a fruitful life and bamboo represented 
integrity.  In contemporary times, the four have come to be more closely associated 
with the seasons: the orchid for spring; the bamboo for summer; the chysanthemum 
for autumn; and the plum blossom for winter.  

Huang Xu specialises in extreme close-ups of objects shot in a studio using 
architectural scanning equipment.  He composes extraordinary suites of photographic 
images that address the developing structure of Chinese culture. Flowers is a series 
of highly stylized large format photographs of sharply focused single blooms.  The 
works play with scale and lighting to achieve an overwhelming sensuality that 
emphasise the feminine curves of the delicate petal. Isolated and dramatically lit, the 
luminous flowers float in darkness, creating a theatrical, baroque-like scene that 
symbolizes the darkness of Chinese society and indicates mystery and 
unpredictability. The minimal composition of the prints lends itself to presenting the 
flowers as a sculptural object. 

Huang Xu was born in Beijing.  He established the Substratum Art Studio in 1989, the 
Migrant Bird Art Studio in 1991 and the Big Basin Studio in 2003.  He has exhibited in 
Australia and China and works as a professional photographer in Beijing. He is 
included in the collecions of The White Rabbit Collection (Sydney, Australia), 
University of Western Sydney (Sydney, Australia), Turchin Center for the Visual Arts 
(North Carolina, USA), ANZ (Melbourne, Australia) O Gallery (Beijing, China ), Yu 
Gallery (Paris, France), CAP Collection (Australia and China) and Jackson Lalic 
Lawyers (Sydney, Australia).  


